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Abstract—With the ever-growing integration of diverse distributed energy resources, modern district energy sectors are transitioning into integrated energy systems (IESs), which generally consist of various energy carriers such as electric power, natural gas, and heat. Instead of modeling individual energy carriers, the emergence of IESs requires comprehensive consideration of all involved energy systems in both planning and operation phases. This paper proposes a comprehensive planning strategy for a district energy sector to address the challenges of IES planning considering the coupling of power, gas, and heat systems. The proposed planning model contains an operational module that develops a steady-state optimal multi-energy flow (OMEF) for the IES considered and a multi-stage expansion module that optimizes the investment decisions. To efficiently solve the proposed planning model, which is formulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem, an improved generalized Benders decomposition algorithm that utilizes dynamic dual multipliers to improve the convergence speed is employed. The effectiveness of the proposed planning model and the feasibility of the improved Benders decomposition algorithm are verified in case studies.

Index Terms—Coordinated planning, district energy sector, integrated energy systems, improved generalized Benders decomposition, optimal multi-energy flows.

NOMENCLATURE

Acronyms

CHP Combined heat and power

DHS District heating system

GBD Generalized Benders decomposition

GDS Gas distribution system

IES Integrated energy system

MIQCP Mixed-integer quadratically constrained program

OMEF Optimal multi-energy flow

P2G Power to gas

PDS Power distribution system

O&M Operation & maintenance

Sets and Indexes

$\Omega^{P}$ Set and indexes of planning stages

$\Omega^{G}$ Set and indexes of natural gas nodes

$\Omega^{W}$ Set and indexes of water nodes

$\Omega^{L}$ Set and indexes of heat pipes, gas pipes, heat nodes

$\Omega^{F}$ Set and index of planning stages

$\Omega^{T}$ Set of candidate (existing) buses, gas pipes, and heat-pipes

Variables and Parameters of OMEF Model

$A_{u,v}^{P}$ Elements of the adjacent matrix in a PDS, GDS, and DHS

$A_{q,k}$ Specific heat capacity and density of water

$A_{i,l}$ Length of each operation interval

$c$ Length, mass flow, inner diameter of pipe $l$

$\rho$ Operational cost at the $t$-th interval

$d_{l}$ Nodal gas pressure of node $w/q$

$l_{u,v}$ Parameter of gas pipe $k$

$l_{t}$ Water pressure of heat node $i$

$m_{k}$ Purchased electric power and natural gas

$P_{u,v}^{EB}$ Electric load of the boiler

$P_{e,t}$ Electric load of the P2G station

$P_{u,t}^{P2G}$ Electric output of the CHP plant

$P_{u,t}^{CHP}$ Electric load of the water pump

$P_{u,t}^{L}$ Active (reactive) electric power load, natural gas load, and heat load

$P_{u,t}^{W}$ Power loss of feeder whose power receiving node is bus $u$

$P_{u,t}^{NP}$ Length of each operation interval

$P_{u,t}^{M}$ Environmental temperature at time $t$

$Q_{u,v}$ Length, mass flow, inner diameter of pipe $l$
**I. INTRODUCTION**

With the gradual depletion of fossil energy, renewable energy generation resources, mainly solar and wind power, have received extensive attention [1], [2]. To promote the utilization of renewable energy as well as enhance the efficiency of end-use energy consumption, the coupling devices, i.e., combined heat and power (CHP) plants [3], power to gas (P2G) stations [4], and electric boilers [5], are widely integrated into district energy sectors. Because these devices consume/generate energy in different forms, the interconnections of different energy carriers, especially in energy distribution systems, have been strengthened more than ever before [6]. Thus, it is important to comprehensively study the influences of integrated energy systems (IESs) on the transition of district energy sectors.

Plenty of works have been done so far to address coordinated planning strategies for integrated power distribution systems (PDSs) and gas distribution systems (GDSs). A chance-constrained programming approach is presented in [7] to meet stochastic energy demands and highlight the role of natural gas storage in managing short-time uncertainties. A novel multi-stage stochastic programming model considering the uncertainties in net load demand is proposed in [8]. Meanwhile, [9] uses a two-stage stochastic optimization model to address the coordinated planning, which provides a tradeoff between accuracy and computational tractability. A bi-level multi-stage programming problem is formulated to minimize the cost in [10], where gas-fired power generation and P2G stations are considered. Coordinated planning considering district heating systems (DHSs) has also been explored. [11] investigates the problem of integrated planning for a large-scale heat pump to optimally link electric and heat utilities. An optimal co-planning model is established in [12] to minimize the investment cost of coupling equipment as well as the operation energy consumption of IESs. In [13], a two-stage approach considering distributed renewable energy integration is presented, where coupling devices are optimally selected.

However, due to the absence of an effective steady-state multi-energy flows model, the expansion planning of DHSs is too complex to be integrated into existing models that already consider PDSs and GDSs. Thus, the issue of optimizing heatpipe type and DHS topologies remains relatively unexplored in coordinated planning problems. According to [14], how to determine the optimal parameters of heat pipes (e.g., length, inner diameter, material, etc.) are key issues in heating-related disciplines. Although well-established methods such as the dynamic method [15], [16] and the Kirchhoff-based steady-state method [17], [18] are available to analyze the DHSs, they cannot be effectively implemented in the planning of DHSs because of the following drawbacks: 1) the dynamic method is described by a set of partial differential equations, which is time-consuming to solve and difficult to integrate into the planning model; 2) the Kirchhoff-based steady-state method cannot effectively account for energy losses related to heat pipes, making this method infeasible for the planning of heat pipes in DHSs because the cost of energy losses is a vital index when searching for the optimal planning candidate [12]; 3) both methods must be solved by an interactive Newton-Raphson method [6], which is difficult to be optimized using the efficient commercial solvers; and 4) both models are divided into thermal and hydraulic sub-models for simplification while ignoring the physical coupling between heat and pressure. As a result, the dynamic method and Kirchhoff-based steady-state method are not feasible to integrate
the planning of DHS into the coordinated planning framework of IESs.

To tackle these weaknesses, a steady-state energy flow model is proposed for the DHS. In this model, the term heat flow is proposed to describe the mass flow of hot water with heat energy and water pressure as the state variables. The impacts of heat pipe parameters and environmental temperature on heat energy loss and pressure drop are also considered. Combining the proposed heat flow with electricity and natural gas flows [19], a comprehensive optimal multi-energy flow (OMEF) model is derived to analyze the planning and operation of IESs.

In addition, this paper also addresses methods to reduce the computational burden of coordinated planning. The expansion planning models for energy systems with a single carrier (e.g., power system) are generally formulated as a mixed-integer quadratically constrained program (MIQCP) problem, which is difficult to solve efficiently. To make matters worse, the planning model for IESs is more complicated because three different energy carriers with diverse characteristics are considered. Hence, directly solving the MIQCP planning model for IESs is expected to be very time-consuming. The generalized Benders decomposition (GBD) is widely adopted to solve complex problems such as MIQCP problems by decomposing the original model into several sub-problems and solving them in an iterative fashion [20], [21]. But, the dual multiplier values significantly affect the generation of Benders cuts and the convergence speed. Thus, this paper also attempts to develop an improved GBD method to dynamically update the dual multipliers for faster convergence.

In summary, the contributions of this paper mainly include:

- proposing a steady-state OMEF method to analyze multi-energy flows that consider the impacts of heat pipe parameters to pipe type and DHS topology in coordinated planning;
- developing a multi-stage coordinated planning strategy for IESs that not only optimizes coupling devices but also considers topology expansion; and
- proposing an improved GBD algorithm to improve the computational efficiency of MIQCP model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The planning problem of an IES is briefly described in Section II. The OMEF and the coordinated planning models are respectively proposed in Sections III and IV. The improved GBD algorithm is discussed in Section V. Case studies and numerical results are presented in Section VI. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VII.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In this paper, the typical district IES consists of three sub-systems, i.e., the PDS, GDS, and DHS. It is also assumed that all sub-systems are owned and operated by the same entity, for example, the district IES in industrial parks or universities [6]. Among them, the PDS and GDS both generally operate radially [22]. On the contrary, the DHS usually adopts a looped structure and two symmetric networks, i.e., the water supply and return networks. However, due to its symmetry, the looped DHS also can be shown as a radial system, as presented in [23], [24]. The same manner will be adopted in this paper, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, the typical DHS is folded up to a radial structure based on its symmetry. Dual heat nodes at the same position, such as (1) and (3), can be combined. Thus, each node in a radial DHS represents two dual heat nodes in supply and return heat pipes, respectively.

Three kinds of coupling devices, namely the CHP plant, P2G station, and electric boiler, are considered in the IES planning to promote closed-loop energy flows. For instance, the CHP plant consumes natural gas to produce electric power and heat, whereas the P2G station and electric boiler consume electric power to produce natural gas and heat, respectively. To clearly address the coordinated planning problem, the variables involved are listed in Table I.

In Table I, the binary variables are optimized in the expansion sub-model to determine the investment decisions related to installing/reinforcing devices over the planning stages. $x^P(y^P)$, $x^G(y^G)$, and $x^H(y^H)$ denote the planning decisions related to constructing new (reinforcing existing) distribution buses, heat pipes, and gas pipes, respectively. $z^P$, $z^G$, and $z^H$ denote the investment decisions related to CHP plants, P2G stations, and electric boilers, respectively. The continuous variables are optimized by the operating sub-model, i.e., the OMEF model, to examine the feasibility of candidate planning schemes.

In the following sections, the coordinated planning problem will be established from two aspects, i.e., the optimal OMEF model and the expansion investment model.
III. OPTIMAL MULTI-ENERGY FLOWS MODEL

A. Objective Function

The objective of the OMEF model, denoted as $f_t^{\text{OMEF}}$, is established to minimize operational costs as follows.

\[
\min f_t^{\text{OMEF}} = \sum_{u \in \Omega^p} \left[ \varphi_r \left( P_u^S + \Delta P_{u,t} \right) + \theta_p \sum_{u \in \Omega^p} P_{u,t}^{PEB} \right] \Delta t + \sum_{q \in \Omega^G} \left( \varphi_G F_{q,t}^S + \theta_P P_{P2G}^q \right) \Delta t + \sum_{l \in \Omega^L} \left( \varphi_H \Delta F_{l,t} + \theta_H F_{l,t}^{CHP} \right) \Delta t
\]

(1)

In (1), $f_t^{\text{OMEF}}$ consists of three terms: 1) costs of purchasing electricity, power loss, and boiler operation & maintenance (O&M) [25] in PDS; 2) costs of purchasing natural gas and P2G station O&M in GDS; and 3) costs of heat loss and CHP plant O&M in the DHS.

B. Constraints of the PDS

As a well-established method for analyzing the PDSs [26], Distflow makes full use of the radial structure by combining the variables in each feeder, e.g., $\Delta P_{u,t}$, with those at its power receiving node [26]. Note that the power loss is approximated by a relaxed form shown in (3) to guarantee the convexity of the power flow constraints. This approximation has been validated by studies such as [26] and is not further discussed due to space limitation. The constraints of Distflow, as respectively described by (2) and (3), are applicable to all PDS buses.

\[
\begin{aligned}
\sum_{v \in \Omega^p} A_{u,v} P_{u,t} + P_{u,t}^S + P_{u,t}^{CHP} + P_{u,t}^{PV} + P_{u,t}^{Wind} \\
= \Delta P_{u,t} + P_{EB}^{u} + P_{P2G}^{u} + P_{PV}^{u} + P_{Wind}^{u}
\end{aligned}
\]

(2)

\[
\begin{aligned}
\sum_{v \in \Omega^p} A_{u,v} Q_{u,t} + Q_{u,t}^S = Q_{u,t}^L \\
-\overline{P}_{u,t} \leq P_{u,t} \leq \overline{P}_{u,t}, \quad -\overline{Q}_{u,t} \leq Q_{u,t} \leq \overline{Q}_{u,t},
\end{aligned}
\]

\[
\begin{aligned}
P_{u,t}^2 + Q_{u,t}^2 \leq S_u^2 \\
\Delta P_{u,t} \geq R_u \left( P_{u,t}^2 + Q_{u,t}^2 \right) / V_B^2 \\
V \leq V_{u,t} \leq \overline{V}, \quad \sum_{v \in \Omega^p} A_{v,u} V_{u,t} = (R_u P_{u,t} + X_u Q_{u,t}) / V_B \\
0 \leq P_{u,t}^S \leq \overline{P}_{u,t}^S, \quad 0 \leq Q_{u,t}^S \leq \overline{Q}_{u,t}^S
\end{aligned}
\]

(3)

where $P_{u,t}$ ($Q_{u,t}$) and $P_{u,t}^S$ ($Q_{u,t}^S$) denote the active (reactive) electric power flow injection and purchased electric power of bus $u$ at time $t$, which are limited to $\overline{P}_{u,t}$ ($\overline{Q}_{u,t}$) and $P_{u,t}^S$ ($Q_{u,t}^S$), respectively; $S_u$, $R_u$, and $X_u$ are respectively the apparent power capacity, resistance, and reactance of the feeder whose receiving end is $u$; $\overline{S}_u$ is the upper limit of $S_u$; $P_{\text{PV}}^{u}$ and $P_{\text{Wind}}^{u}$ are respectively the local photovoltaic and wind powers.

The active and reactive power balances are established in (2). The power flow constraints including power and capacity limit of feeders, power loss approximation, voltage magnitude limit, voltage drop equation, and power injection limit at source nodes are listed in (3).

C. Constraints of the GDS

The GDS models available mainly include dynamic models [27] and steady models [28]. While the dynamic gas flow focuses on the transient process of gas transmission, the steady gas flow equations are sufficient for planning and operating purposes. In addition, there are no gas compressor stations in GDSs because the size of a GDS is normally very small (gas pipes within several miles) and the pressure drop is not significant [22]. According to [29], natural gas only needs to be re-pressurized when the transmission distance is as long as 40 to 100 miles. Thus, the steady gas flow can be expressed by a relaxed convex model [28], as follows:

\[
\sum_{k \in \Omega^W} A_{k,q} F_{k,t} + F_{q,t}^S + \eta_{P2G} P_{P2G}^q = F_{L,t}^k + P_{CHP}^k / \eta_{e}^{CHP}
\]

(4)

\[
\begin{aligned}
F_{k,t}^2 = F_{w,q,t}^2 \leq M_q \left( G_{w,t} - G_{q,t} \right) + \psi (1 - \varepsilon_{w,q,t}) \quad & F_{w,q,t}^2 \leq \psi \varepsilon_{w,q,t} \quad G_{k,t} - G_{q,t} \\
\leq \psi \varepsilon_{w,q,t} \quad \varepsilon_{w,q,t} \in \{0, 1\} \quad & \forall k \in \Omega^W \\
0 \leq F_{k,t} \leq \overline{F} \\
\chi \leq G_{k,t} \leq \overline{G}; \quad 0 \leq F_{q,t}^S \leq F_{q,t}^S
\end{aligned}
\]

(5)

where $F_{k,t}$ is the natural gas flow of gas pipe $k$ at time $t$, and is also represented by $F_{w,q,t}$ when the sending end nodes of the gas pipe $k$ are respectively $w$ and $q$; $F$, $G$, and $F_{q,t}^S$ denote respectively the upper limits of $F_{k,t}$, $G_{q,t}$, and $F_{q,t}^S$; $\psi$ is a large positive number; and $\varepsilon_{w,q,t}$ is the binary variable of natural gas flow direction, where $\varepsilon_{w,q,t} = 1$ when $G_{w,t} > G_{q,t}$ and 0 otherwise.

Equation (4) is established to balance the natural gas flow in each gas pipe. Equation (5) respectively includes the relaxed gas flow equation, gas flow direction constraints, gas flow limit, node pressure limit, and the source node gas injection limit.

D. Constraints of the DHS

In this work, the state variables of the DHS, i.e., heat energy and pressure of hot water, are holistically simulated in a mixed thermo-pressure field. Compared with existing methods such as hydraulic-thermal models that simulate thermal and hydraulic sub-models separately, the proposed heat model is more reasonable in terms of the consideration of physical coupling relationship of state variables. Referring to the lumped-parameter model of a transmission line [30], a steady-state model is proposed for heat pipes, as depicted below.

In Fig. 2, $\Phi_{i,t}(p_{i,t})$ and $\Phi_{j,t}(p_{j,t})$ are the inlet unit heat energy (pressure) from node $i$ and outlet heat energy (pressure) to node $j$, respectively; $\Phi_{i,t}(p_{i,t})$ denotes the unit heat energy (pressure) of the node that is $x$ meters away from $i$; $d\Phi$ and $dp$ respectively denote the heat loss and pressure drop after transferring through a length of $dx$; and $z_0$ and $y_0$ are the unit pressure resistance and thermal conductance of the heat pipe, respectively. For any heat pipe $l$, the lumped pressure resistance ($Z$) and thermal conductance ($Y$) can be calculated as follows
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Lumped-parameter model

\[ Z = \sqrt{\frac{z_0}{y_0}} \sinh \sqrt{\frac{z_0}{y_0}} L_i \]
\[ Y = 2 \left( \cosh \sqrt{\frac{z_0}{y_0}} L_i - 1 \right) / \left( \sqrt{\frac{z_0}{y_0}} \sinh \sqrt{\frac{z_0}{y_0}} L_i \right) \]

where \( \xi_{j,l} \) marks the relationship between heat pipes \( j \) and \( l \), noting that \( \xi_{j,l} = 1 \) (upstream) when heat pipe \( j \) is upstream (downstream) of heat pipe \( l \), and \( \xi_{j,l} = 0 \) if heat pipes \( j \) and \( l \) are not directly linked; \( D_{i,t} \), \( \Phi_{i,t} \), and \( P \) are respectively the upper limits of \( D_{i,t} \), \( \Phi_{i,t} \), and \( P_{j,t} \).

E. Proposing the OMEF Model

Overall, the proposed OMEF model can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{p_{u,t}, q_{u,t}, f_{t}} & \quad f_{t}^{\text{OMEF}} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad 0 \leq \bar{P}_{t}^{\text{CHP}, u} \leq \bar{P}_{t}^{\text{CHP}, u} \\
& \quad 0 \leq \bar{P}_{t}^{\text{EB}, u} \leq \bar{P}_{t}^{\text{EB}, u} \\
& \quad 0 \leq \bar{P}_{t}^{\text{P2G}, q} \leq \bar{P}_{t}^{\text{P2G}, q} \leq \bar{P}_{t}^{\text{P2G}, q, u} \\
& \quad (2) - (5), (11) - (12)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \bar{P}_{t}^{\text{CHP}, u}, \bar{P}_{t}^{\text{EB}, u}, \bar{P}_{t}^{\text{P2G}, q} \), and \( \bar{P}_{t}^{\text{P2G}, q, u} \) respectively denote the upper limits of \( P_{t}^{\text{CHP}, u}, P_{t}^{\text{EB}, u}, P_{t}^{\text{P2G}, q} \), and \( P_{t}^{\text{P2G}, q, u} \). Note that some variables may have different subscripts in different systems; for instance, \( P_{t}^{\text{CHP}, u} \) and \( P_{t}^{\text{P2G}, q, u} \) are the same CHP power generation if the corresponding CHP plant is located at PDS bus \( u \) and DHS node \( l \).

Benefiting from the relaxed loss approximation in (3) and the relaxed gas flow constraints in (5), the proposed OMEF becomes an MIQCP model and can be effectively solved by commercial solvers such as CPLEX [32].

IV. OPTIMAL EXPANSION INVESTMENT MODEL

The total expansion cost, denoted as \( f^{\text{Exp}} \), consists of the planning costs of PDS, GDS, and DHS (\( f^{P}, f^{G}, f^{H} \)) at the \( \tau \)-th planning stage (\( \forall \tau \in \Gamma \)). In addition to the expansion planning of network topology, which has been studied in [33], [34], the siting and sizing of coupling devices are also accounted for in the proposed model. Moreover, the discrete candidate expansion schemes are considered in the planning model because key parameters such as rating capacity and power cannot change continuously. In this manner, the expansion model is
formulated as:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\min_{\{x_{u,a}, x_{k,b}, x_{l,c}, y_{u,a}, y_{k,b}, y_{l,c}\}} f_{\text{Expa}}^P(x_{u,a}, x_{k,b}, x_{l,c}, y_{u,a}, y_{k,b}, y_{l,c}) \\
&\quad = \sum_{\tau \in T} (1 + \gamma)^{1-\tau} (f^{Pr} + f^{GPr} + f^{HT}) \\
&\text{s.t. } f^{Pr} = \sum_{u \in \Omega^{Pr}} \sum_{a \in \Omega^{PS}} (c_1 P_a + c_2 G_a) x_{u,a} \\
&\quad + c_1 \sum_{u \in \Omega^{Pr}} \sum_{a \in \Omega^{PS}} S_a y_{u,a} + c_2 \sum_{u \in \Omega^{Pr}} \sum_{a \Omega^{EB}} P_{a}^{EB} z_{u,a} \\
&f^{GPr} = c_3 \sum_{k \in \Omega^{NW}, k \in \Omega^{GS}} F_{k}^{GPr} \\
&\quad + c_3 \sum_{k \in \Omega^{NW}, \tau \in \Omega^{PS}} P_{k}^{PS} y_{k,b} \\
&f^{HT} = c_4 \sum_{l \in \Omega^{LT}, l \in \Omega^{HS}} D_{l}^{HT} \\
&\quad + c_4 \sum_{l \in \Omega^{LT}, \tau \in \Omega^{HS}} P_{CHP}^{HT} z_{l,c} \\
&\sum_{u \in \Omega^{Pr}} \sum_{a \in \Omega^{PS}} x_{u,a} = 1; \quad \sum_{k \in \Omega^{GS}} x_{k,b} = 1; \quad \sum_{l \in \Omega^{HS}} x_{l,c} = 1 \\
&\forall u \in \Omega^{Pr}, \forall k \in \Omega^{GS}, \forall l \in \Omega^{HS} \\
&\sum_{a \in \Omega^{PS}} y_{u,a} \leq 1; \quad \sum_{b \in \Omega^{GS}} y_{k,b} \leq 1; \quad \sum_{c \in \Omega^{HS}} y_{l,c} \leq 1 \\
&\forall u \in \Omega^{Pr}, \forall k \in \Omega^{GS}, \forall l \in \Omega^{HS} \\
&\sum_{a \in \Omega^{PS}} x_{u,a} \leq 1; \quad \sum_{b \in \Omega^{GS}} x_{k,b} \leq 1; \quad \sum_{c \in \Omega^{HS}} x_{l,c} \leq 1 \\
&\forall u \in \Omega^{Pr} \cup \Omega^{PS}, \forall k \in \Omega^{GS}, \forall l \in \Omega^{HS} \\
&\sum_{a \in \Omega^{PS}} P_{a}^{EB} z_{u,a} \leq 1; \\
&\forall u \in \Omega^{Pr} \cup \Omega^{PS}, \forall k \in \Omega^{GS}, \forall l \in \Omega^{HS} \\
&\sum_{b \in \Omega^{GS}} P_{b}^{PS} y_{k,b} \leq 1; \\
&\forall u \in \Omega^{Pr} \cup \Omega^{PS}, \forall k \in \Omega^{GS}, \forall l \in \Omega^{HS} \\
&\sum_{c \in \Omega^{HS}} P_{CHP}^{HT} z_{l,c} \leq 1; \\
&\forall u \in \Omega^{Pr} \cup \Omega^{PS}, \forall k \in \Omega^{GS}, \forall l \in \Omega^{HS} \text{ and } \tau \in \Omega^{LT}. \\
\end{align*}
\]  

Equations (16)–(18) calculate the expansion costs of the PDS, GDS, and DHS, respectively. Each cost consists of three components, namely the investment in new elements, reinforcement of existing elements, and investment in related coupling devices, respectively. Constraint (19) ensures that duplicate investment is not permitted, while (20) limits the reinforcement times of existing buses, gas pipes, and heat pipes during a planning stage. Constraint (21) enforces that duplicate investment of candidate coupling devices is not allowed.

V. COORDINATED PLANNING MODEL AND AN IMPROVED GBD ALGORITHM

A. Coordinated Planning Model

Based on the proposed operation and expansion sub-models, the coordinated planning model (M1), is formulated as:

\[
\begin{align*}
M_1 \colon \min f^{M1} &= f^{\text{Expa}} \\
&+ \sum_{\tau \in T} (1 + \gamma)^{1-\tau} d^\tau \sum_{l \in \Omega^{LT}} f^{\text{OMEF}^\tau} \\
\text{s.t.} \quad (2) - (5), (12) - (13), (16) - (21)
\end{align*}
\]  

where \(d^\tau\) and \(\Omega^T\) denote the number of days in one planning stage and the set of daily operation intervals, respectively.

Note that the capacity limits in the OMEF model need to be reformulated to accommodate the binary investment decision variables \(x, y, \) and \(z\). Equations (23)–(28) respectively represent the changes in variables \(\tilde{S}_u, \tilde{F}_k, \tilde{D}_l, \tilde{P}_{a}^{EB}, P_{P2G}^b\) and \(\tilde{P}_{CHP}^c\).

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{S}_u &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\lambda_u^{Pr} S_{u,a} + \sum_{a \in \Omega^{PS}} S_{a} y_{u,a} & \forall u \in \Omega^{Pr} \\
\lambda_u^{GPr} (S_{u}^{Pr} + \sum_{a \in \Omega^{PS}} S_{a} y_{u,a}) & \forall u \in \Omega^{GPr} 
\end{array} \right. \\
\tilde{F}_k &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\sum_{b \in \Omega^{GS}} F_{b}^{GPr} & \forall k \in \Omega^{GS} \\
F_{k}^{Pr} + \sum_{b \in \Omega^{GS}} F_{b}^{GPr} & \forall k \in \Omega^{Pr} 
\end{array} \right. \\
\tilde{D}_l &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
D_{l}^{HT} & \forall l \in \Omega^{LT} \\
D_{l}^{HT} + \sum_{c \in \Omega^{HS}} D_{c}^{HT} & \forall l \in \Omega^{LT} 
\end{array} \right. \\
\tilde{P}_{a}^{EB} &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
P_{a}^{EB} z_{u,a} & \forall u \in \Omega^{Pr} \cup \Omega^{PS} \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{array} \right. \\
\tilde{P}_{P2G}^b &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
A_{q,k}^{G} \sum_{c \in \Omega^{HS}} P_{P2G}^{HT} z_{l,c} & \forall q \in \Omega^{NGT} \cup \Omega^{HT} \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{array} \right. \\
\tilde{P}_{CHP}^c &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
P_{CHP}^{HT} z_{l,c} & \forall l \in \Omega^{NHU} \cup \Omega^{HT} \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{array} \right. 
\end{align*}
\]  

where \(F_{k}^{Pr}\) and \(D_{l}^{HT}\) respectively denote the initial gas flow capacity of gas pipe \(k\) and water mass flow capacity of heat pipe \(l\) at stage \(\tau;\) and, \(S_{u}^{Pr}\) and \(\lambda_u^{Pr}\) denote the initial capacity and safety threshold, respectively, of the PDS feeder whose receiving end is bus \(u.\)

B. An Improved GBD Algorithm

Based on the proposed formulation, \(M_1\) is a MIQCP model. As an efficient algorithm to solve MIQCP models, the classical GBD is first employed to decompose model \(M_1\) into a master problem \(M_2\) and slave problem \(M_3\) [20], [21], as formulated follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
M_2 \colon \min f^{M2} &= f^{\text{Expa}} + \beta \\
\text{s.t.} \quad f^{M3} + B_{cut1}^{m} &\leq \beta; f^{M4} + B_{cut2}^{b} \leq 0 \\
(16) &\leq (21)
\end{align*}
\]
Note that $M_3$ may become infeasible due to insufficient energy distribution capacities (e.g., the capacity of power distribution feeders). In this case, the original GBD algorithm cannot generate a reasonable feasibility cut through a constant $\sigma^2_2$ to deal with the shortage in capacity. The term "reasonable" means the cut reflects the shortage in capacity and helps the algorithm to converge quickly. So, to improve the convergence features, $\sigma_2^2$ should be updated with respect to the capacity shortage. For this purpose, the simulated OMEF of $M_3$ at the previous $(m+h)-1$-th iteration is used to update $\sigma^2_2$, which is denoted as $\sigma^2_{2\#(h)}$, as follows:

$$
\sigma^2_{2\#(h)} = \min \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\Theta_{1\times p} = \\
\Lambda_{g\times p} = 
\end{array} \right]$$

$$
\begin{align*}
&\max_{\nu(t) \in \Omega^T} \left( D_{h,t}^{(m+h)} \right), \\
&\max_{\nu(t) \in \Omega^T} \left( F_{h,t}^{(m+h-1)} \right),
\end{align*}
$$

where $\Theta$, $S$, $F$, and $D$ denote the vectors of maximum capacity at all time slots, transformer capacity, designed natural gas flow, and designed mass flow with dimensions $p$, $g_1$, $g_2$, and $g_3$, respectively; function $\max(\bullet)$ is used to select the largest values; $\Lambda$ is the intermediate variable and $\mu$ is a coefficient, with normalized matrix is $A$; $A_{<1;g1>}$ means the sub-matrix of $A$, which takes rows from 1-st to $g_1$-th; and $I$ and $Y$ are respectively the unit matrix and lower triangular matrix. Note that $g = g_1 + g_2 + g_3$.

Equation (35) is established to select the maximum required capacities of feeder, gas pipe, and heat pipe for a given day. Then, matrix $\Theta$ is compared with the scheme sets $(S, F, D)$ in (36) so as to figure out the deviation between need & offer, which is then used to calculate the intermediate variable $\Lambda$. $\Lambda$ is normalized in (37) and used to update $\sigma_{2\#(h)}$ according to (38). Note that the larger the value of $\Lambda_i$ is, the more likely the corresponding scheme is selected. Other dual multipliers can also be updated with the same method.

The improved GBD will proceed through an iterative auction process as described by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1:

1. Set $f_{M3} = f_{M4} = 0$, and $B_{(0)}^{cut1} = B_{(0)}^{cut2} = 10^6$.

2. Solve $M_2$ to obtain its optimization solutions $\{x^*, y^*, z^*\}$.

3. Determine whether or not $M_3$ is feasible when its binary variables take the values of $\{x^*, y^*, z^*\}$. If so, set $m = m + 1$, update $\sigma_1$ by the method in (35)–(38), and recalculate the values of $f_{M3}, B_{(m)}^{cut1}$.

4. Otherwise, solve problem $M_4$ instead. Then, set $h = h + 1$, update $\sigma_2$ by the method in (35)–(38), and recalculate the values of $f_{M4}, B_{(h)}^{cut1}$.

5. Judge whether or not the convergence criterion $"B_{(m)}^{cut1} = B_{(h)}^{cut2} = 0"$ is met. If not, return to Step 2 and begin the next iteration; else, go to Step 6.

6. Output optimal solutions: $\{f_{M2}, f_{M3}\}$ and $\{x, y, z, P^{EB}, P^S, Q^S, F^S, P^{P2G}, P^{CHP}, P^{WP}\}$.

VI. CASE STUDIES

A. Test Case Description

A case study is carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodologies. For this sample case, the topologies and specified parameters of PDS and GDS are all available in [22]. Two DHSs are introduced with the physical parameters obtained from [23], [35].

The initial sample IES is shown in Fig. 3, where solid and dotted points/lines respectively denote the existing and candidate devices. Two renewable generators, i.e., a wind turbine and photovoltaic panels, are respectively plugged into existing buses P12 and P5. To begin, two existing PDSs (13 buses and 11 feeders) in the IES and additional candidate devices (10 buses, 19 feeders, and 5 boilers) supply increasing electric power to meet demand. The existing GDS contains 10 gas nodes and 9 gas pipes, with a natural gas source and a CHP plant installed. To extend the GDS, additional new devices could be chosen from 28 new gas nodes as well as 2 potential CHP plants and 3 candidate P2G stations. Additionally, the existing DHS-1 features 6 heat nodes, 10 heat pipes, and 2 boilers. In the near future, DHS-1 should be extended to cover the demands of 8 heat end users. Moreover, another system (DHS-2) is expected to be installed with 8 heat nodes and 9 candidate heat pipes.

In this case, a total planning horizon of 25 years is simulated. The planning horizon is evenly divided into 5 stages, with each stage representing a period of 5 years. It is assumed that the duration days $d^A$ in each stage is 228 days [22]. The average load growths for electricity, natural gas, and heat energy are expected to be 8.2, 6.3, and 4.5%, respectively. Moreover, daily outputs of wind and solar generation are derived from real measured data from Canada [36], as shown in Fig. 4. As per [6], [15]–[18], [35], [37], other specified parameters are set to the values shown in Table II.

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDS &amp; GDS</td>
<td>$V_p=10.5$ kV, $[L_{p}, V]=[10$ kV, $11$ kV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c=4.168$ kJ/(kg·K), $x=1.01$ W/(m·K), $\gamma=0.17$, average $(T_{n})=3$ °C, $\rho=960$ kg/m³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling</td>
<td>$\eta_{wind}^{m}=-2$ kВт/м³, $\eta_{wind}^{w}=-0.15$, $\eta_{wind}^{s}=-25.7$ kВт/м³; $\eta_{wind}^{h}=-5$, $\eta_{wind}^{h}=-0.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>devices</td>
<td>m²/kВт</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>$\eta_{wind}^{m}=-2$ S/(kВт·h), $\eta_{wind}^{w}=-0.15$ S/(kВт·h), $\eta_{wind}^{s}=-25.7$ S/(kВт·h), $\eta_{wind}^{h}=-5$, $\eta_{wind}^{h}=-0.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td>$\Gamma=(1,2,3,4,5), \gamma=0.07, \rho=1.3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Effectiveness of the OMEF and Coordinated Planning Models

The optimized planning topologies of the IES at different planning stages are presented in Fig. 5, in which the stages when the feeder/gas pipe/heat pipe is installed are marked in/near the lines. The meanings of the symbols are the same as in Fig. 3.

As the proposed OMEF is an MIQCP model, the well-established commercial solver CPLEX will be employed [32]. The simulation horizon ranges from 0:00 to 24:00 and the time
Slot $\Delta t$ is set to 1 h. When running on a desktop computer with one 1.90 GHz processor (A8-4500 M) and 8 GB of memory, the average computational time is 1.42 s, which varied with different $\Delta t$. For instance, when $\Delta t = 15$ min, about 4.69 s is needed for a single simulation.

The optimal daily energy outputs of several devices are presented in consideration of different energies, as shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6(b), to consume renewable energies, the P2G station converts more electricity into natural gas. As a result, the CHP plant supplies more electricity and heat demands to balance the natural gas flows in the GDS, as respectively shown in (a) and (c). Consequently, the IES enables a reduction in the amount of energy purchased and saves costs when renewable energies are available in excess. Fig. 6(c) shows the electric boilers are still needed from 2:00 ∼ 23:00 when the CHP plant cannot cover all heat demands.

Moreover, for comparison, the absence of all coupling devices will increase the energy purchasing cost from $3049.84 to $4418.39 per day. Specifically, the absence of the CHP plant, P2G station, and boilers respectively contribute to 16.69, 73.98, and 9.33% of the total increase in costs.

The optimal planning scheme is obtained from the proposed model $M_1$ and its improved GBD solution algorithm. The iterative reduction of gaps between the upper and lower bounds are shown in Fig. 7. Take the convergence process at the 2nd planning stage as an example. As shown in Fig. 6, the deviation between the upper and lower bounds at the 2nd planning stage remains constant during the first few rounds of iteration. This is because no feasible solution to model $M_2$ has yet been found. As the number of iterations grows, $M_2$ eventually becomes feasible with the help of feasibility cuts generated by the proposed improved GBD algorithm. Thereafter, the deviation between the upper and lower bounds gradually decreases until the convergence criterion is met, i.e., $B$-cuts $B_{cut1}$ and $B_{cut2}$ are 0.

The minimum costs at each planning stage in Fig. 5 are respectively listed in Table III, which presents the costs from the aspects of expansion (E) and operation (O) broken down into 6 parts, i.e., the costs of PDS, GDS, DHS, boiler, P2G, and CHP. To supply the ever-growing energy loads, more energy should be delivered through the feeders/pipes, which means that more coupling devices and larger capacities of buses/pipes are badly needed. As a result, the existing buses and heat/gas pipes...
are enlarged in capacity throughout the planning period. Furthermore, the growing energy demand results in further energy procurement and greater energy losses ($\Delta P_{u,t}$ and $\Delta \Phi_{l,t}$) in energy networks, which is reflected by the increasing operational costs from stage to stage. According to Table III, the expansion of PDS and installation of CHP plants constitute the major share of total expansion investment. For example, stages 1 and 3 have higher expansion costs than other stages, mainly because CHP plants are installed in these two respective stages.

C. Effectiveness of the DHS Steady-State Model

The main contribution of the proposed OMEF model is the development of steady-state heat flow in the DHS. In this section, the effectiveness of the developed heat flow is further investigated.

1) Case 1: Based on the initial DHS in Fig. 3, optimal unit heat energy $\Phi_{l,t}$ and pressures $p_{i,t}$ simulated by the dynamic, Kirchhoff-based, and proposed methods are compared. Fig. 8 illustrates the results at 13:00 (i.e., $t = 13$) in detail.

With respect to Fig. 8, three aspects are worthy of more attention:
- All of these methods rely on the same set of physical parameters $\{\Phi_{l,t}, D_{i,t}, l_{i}, \kappa, Y, c, \rho, T_0\}$.
- Because Fig. 3 employs a radial topology to present the annular DHS, a single heat node/heat pipe actually contains two indicators in Fig. 8, i.e., indicators in the supply and return pipes.
- Detailed formulas of the dynamic method and Kirchhoff-based method are omitted here due to limited space; please refer to [6], [15]–[18] for further details.

The computational time and performance of DHSs based on these methods are further compared in Table IV. Note that the dynamic method is regarded as the benchmark and the accuracy represents the average error compared to the benchmark method in Table IV. The comparisons in Table IV confirm that the proposed model is an effective method for analyzing DHS in the following aspects: 1) compared to the differential dynamic method, the computational complexity is considerably reduced in each run; and 2) compared to the Kirchhoff method, the proposed heat flow considers energy and pressure losses (i.e., $\Delta \Phi_{l,t}$ and $\Delta p_{i,t}$) so as to obtain better accuracy at the cost of a marginal increase in computational burden for a single run. Note that the heat flow in the DHS will be determined about 9000 times in the simulated 5-stage coordinated planning problem. As a result, the proposed method takes significantly less time than the Kirchhoff method.

2) Case 2: To double-check the accuracy of the proposed method, the larger realistic DHS at the University of Manchester [6] that has 35 nodes (18 nodes with heat loads) and 68 heat pipes (considers 14 supply and 14 return main pipes) as shown in Fig. 9 is employed.

The proposed heat flow is also compared with the dynamic and Kirchhoff-based methods. To highlight the difference, only the optimal results at the 13-th time slot are presented as an example. The comparisons are demonstrated in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, the proposed method shows a significant advantage in improving accuracy when compared to the present Kirchhoff-based method, benefiting from the consideration of the physical relationship between heat and pressure. If the dynamic method is employed as a benchmark (i.e., 100% accuracy), the accuracies of the Kirchhoff-based and proposed methods are respectively 63.41 and 82.77%.

D. Effectiveness of the Improved GBD Algorithm

Compared to classical GBD, the improved algorithm shows great advantages in terms of saving computational time. Table V shows that a smaller number of iterations is required for the
improved GBD algorithm to converge compared to the classical GBD. For each planning stage, the improved GBD (when $\mu = 1.3$) requires 16, 9, 8, 18, and 16 fewer iterations than the classical GBD, respectively. This feature also leads to a significant reduction in total computational time (7506 s reduction), which reflects a considerable boost in computational efficiency. Benefit from the proposed dynamic dual multipliers to update feasibility cuts, the improved GBD is capable of generating cutting planes with respect to the amount of capacity shortage, which will be further considered in searching for the optimal solution. In contrast, classical GBD cannot effectively identify the capacity shortage and tends to cover for it using lines/pipes/coupling devices with random capacities. Therefore, the convergence of the improved GBD speeds up the process even further.

In Table V, the sensitivity of $\mu$ is also analyzed. The value of $\mu$ reflects the balance between optimality and feasibility when searching for the optimal solution. If a small $\mu$ is selected (e.g., $\mu < 1.3$ in Table V), the optimality of the problem, i.e., the planning cost in this paper, has a higher priority than feasibility. Thus, the improved GBD tends to select candidate schemes with small costs and capacities. On the other hand, a larger $\mu$ (e.g., $\mu > 1.3$ in Table V) is employed, the improved GBD emphasizes on the feasibility of the planning problem and candidate schemes with large capacities and costs will be preferred during the search. As a result, the improved GBD takes more iterations to converge when $\mu$ is either very small or very large to find the optimal feasible solution. As shown in Table V, the improved GBD is most computational efficient when $\mu = 1.3$, which means the corresponding search pattern results in the fastest convergence speed in the simulated test case. Note that varying the value of $\mu$ does not have considerable influences on the optimized total cost as shown in Table V. Hence, the proposed improved GBD algorithm can effectively find the global optimal solution.

E. The Necessity of Coordinated Planning

The simulation results in the previous sections validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the coordinated planning strategy while making no attempt to discuss its necessity. As shown in Fig. 11, a realistic large-scale IES at the University of Manchester [6] is extended through the coordinated and uncoordinated planning methods, respectively. At present, this IES has a scale of 54 buses, 59 gas nodes, and 35 heat nodes. In the coming planning stage (5 years), one CHP plant, one P2G station, two boilers, eight buses, nine gas nodes, and two heat nodes should be installed to meet increasing energy demands. For comparison, uncoordinated planning is denoted as Case 3, where PDS, GDS, and DHS are considered as independent systems and are not coupled. In other words, no coupling devices need to be installed in Case 3. Besides, due to the absence of CHP plants, Case 3 should procure heat energy from an outside source. The proposed coordinated planning is denoted as Case 4. The parameters remain the same as discussed in Table II and [6].

The planning results of these two cases are compared in Table VI. As expected, coupling devices markedly impact the optimal topology of the IES. Case 4 has a lower cost (save $6.61 \times 10^4$) even though the additional installation costs of coupling devices are accounted for. The expansion (E) costs of PDS, GDS, and DHS in Case 3 are all higher than those of Case 4. In terms of operational (O) costs, Case 4 allows end-users to be supplied in a more cost-effective way. Specifically, due
to the absence of CHP plants in Case 3, more electricity is consumed and more power flows through the PDS to supply the heat load, which leads to a higher operational cost for the PDS. Similarly, the demand for hot water supply in the DHS is also increased in Case 3. But, the significant cost growth in operating DHS is mainly caused by the procurement of heat energy. In contrast, the burden on the GDS is lower in Case 3 due to the absence of CHP plants. Nonetheless, the total operational cost of Case 3 is still significantly higher than that of Case 4.

In summary, the comparison of Case 3 (uncoordinated planning) and Case 4 (coordinated planning) shows that the coordinated strategy has great advantages for the planning of IES, both in terms of operational and expansion costs.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a coordinated planning model for the expansion of IESs in a district energy sector. The proposed model consists of an operation sub-model, i.e., the OMEF model, and an expansion sub-model. An improved GBD is developed to efficiently solve the proposed planning model. Five planning stages are considered in the case studies, and the numerical results verify the effectiveness of the coordinated planning of IESs and the computational efficiency of the improved GBD algorithm. Compared to energy systems that are planned independently, the coordination of various energy systems in the planning phase is shown to achieve lower investment and operational costs.

The following issues will be addressed in the future:
- Modeling of heat storage equipment to expand the OMEF model presented in this work and include more feasible operation modes of IESs.
- Inclusion of intelligent traffic networks with various kinds of electric vehicles in the coordinated expansion planning of IESs and charging infrastructures.
- Expected development of this methodology as a software package for application in industrial parks.
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